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The first in a six-book series, We the Children follows Ben, his tech-savvy friend, Jill, and the class know-it-all, Robert, as they
uncover a remarkable history and use it to protect the school. Sixth grader Benjamin Pratt loves history, which makes going to the
historic Duncan Oakes School a pretty cool thing. But a wave of commercialization is hitting the area and his beloved school is
slated to be torn down to make room for an entertainment park. This would be most kids’ dream—except there’s more to the
developers than meets the eye… and more to the school. Because weeks before the wrecking ball is due to strike, Ben finds an old
leather pouch that contains a parchment scroll with a note three students wrote in 1791. The students call themselves the Keepers
of the School, and it turns out they’re not the only secret group to have existed at Duncan Oakes.
With the help of her toy monkey, a girl prepares an all-encompassing soup full of band-aids, crayons, and tissues, for her father
who is sick in bed.
The dramas, the traumas, the rumours - it's time to expose it all...Mean Girls meets To All The Boys I've Loved Before in this
painfully relatable high-school takedown from the queen of UKYA. Working on the school newspaper, Paige is used to dealing with
fake stories. How popular girl Grace is a such an amazing person (lie). How Laura steals people's boyfriends (lie). How her own
family are so perfect (lie). Now Grace and friends have picked their "best" high-school moments for Paige to put in the allimportant Yearbook. And they're not just fake. They're poison. But Paige has had enough of all the lies in her life. And with the
help of Elijah - the only boy who could ever understand her - she's going to reveal the truth, whatever the cost... Paige Vickers:
Most likely to...bring down the mean girls.
Ocean's 11 . . . with 11-year-olds, in a super stand-alone heist caper from Gordon Korman! After a mean collector named Swindle
cons him out of his most valuable baseball card, Griffin Bing must put together a band of misfits to break into Swindle's compound
and recapture the card. There are many things standing in their way -- a menacing guard dog, a high-tech security system, a very
secret hiding place, and their inability to drive -- but Griffin and his team are going to get back what's rightfully his . . . even if hijinks
ensue. This is Gordon Korman at his crowd-pleasing best, perfect for readers who like to hoot, howl, and heist.
SMALL STEPS is a contemporary young adult novel from Louis Sachar, the New York Times bestselling author of the Newbery
Award–winning smash hit phenomenon book and movie/DVD sensation Holes, and The Cardturner. Two years after being
released from Camp Green Lake, Armpit is home in Austin, Texas, trying to turn his life around. But it's hard when you have a
record and everyone expects the worst from you. The only person who believes in Armpit is Ginny, his ten-year-old disabled
neighbor. Together, they are learning to take small steps. Armpit seems to be on the right path until X-Ray, a buddy from Camp
Green Lake, comes up with a get-rich-quick scheme. X-Ray's plan leads to a chance encounter with teen pop sensation Kaira
DeLeon, the Beyoncé of her time, and suddenly Armpit's life spins out of control. Only one thing is certain: he'll never be the same
again. Combining his signature wit with a unique blend of adventure and deeply felt characters, Sachar explores issues of race,
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the nature of celebrity, the invisible connections that shape a person's life, and what it takes to stay the course. Doing the right
thing is never a wrong choice—but always a small step in right direction.
When Alton's ageing, blind uncle asks him to attend bridge games with him, he agrees. After all, it's better than a crappy summer
job in the local shopping mall, and Alton's mother thinks it might secure their way to a good inheritance sometime in the future. But,
like all apparently casual choices in any of Louis Sachar's wonderful books, this choice soon turns out to be a lot more complex
than Alton could ever have imagined. As his relationship with his uncle develops, and he meets the very attractive Toni, deeply
buried secrets are uncovered and a romance that spans decades is finally brought to conclusion. Alton's mother is in for a
surprise!
Winner of the International Literacy Association Social Justice Literature Award An award-winning middle-grade novel about the
power of grassroots activism and how kids can make a difference. Every day, nine-year-old Yasmin borrows a book from Book
Uncle, a retired teacher who has set up a free lending library on the street corner. But when the mayor tries to shut down the
rickety bookstand, Yasmin has to take her nose out of her book and do something. What can she do? The local elections are
coming up, but she’s just a kid. She can’t even vote! Still, Yasmin has friends — her best friend, Reeni, and Anil, who even has a
blue belt in karate. And she has family and neighbors. What’s more, she has an idea that came right out of the last book she
borrowed from Book Uncle. So Yasmin and her friends get to work. Ideas grow like cracks in the sidewalk, and soon the whole
effort is breezing along nicely... Or is it spinning right out of control? An energetic, funny and quirky story about community
activism, friendship, and the love of books. Correlates to the Common Core State Standards in English Language Arts: CCSS.ELALITERACY.RL.3.2 Recount stories, including fables, folktales, and myths from diverse cultures; determine the central message,
lesson, or moral and explain how it is conveyed through key details in the text. CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.3.6 Distinguish their own
point of view from that of the narrator or those of the characters. CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.4.2 Determine a theme of a story,
drama, or poem from details in the text; summarize the text.
Two years after being released from Camp Green Lake, Armpit is home in Austin, Texas, trying to turn his life around. But it’s
hard when you have a record, and everyone expects the worst from you. The only person who believes in him is Ginny, his
10-year old disabled neighbour. Together, they are learning to take small steps. And he seems to be on the right path, until X-Ray,
a buddy from Camp Green Lake, comes up with a get-rich-quick scheme. This leads to a chance encounter with teen pop
sensation, Kaira DeLeon, and suddenly his life spins out of control, with only one thing for certain. He’ll never be the same again.
In his first major novel since Holes, critically acclaimed novelist Louis Sachar uses his signature wit combined with a unique blend
of adventure and deeply felt characters to explore issues of race, the nature of celebrity, the invisible connections that determine a
person’s life, and what it takes to stay on course. Doing the right thing is never a wrong choice – but a small step in the right
direction.
Marvin Redpost turns a pretty dire situation around to his favour in this incredibly funny peek into a 9-year-old's day at school.
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Discusses the life and work of the popular children's author, including his writing process and methods, inspirations, a critical
discussion of his books, and awards.
Bestselling and Newbery Medal-winning author Louis Sachar knows how to make readers laugh. And there are laughs galore in
perennial favorite Sideways Stories from Wayside School, now available for the first time in ebook format! Accidentally built
sideways and standing thirty stories high (the builder said he was very sorry for the mistake), Wayside School has some of the
wackiest classes in town, especially on the thirtieth floor. That’s where you’ll meet Bebe, the fastest draw in art class; John, who
only reads upside down; Myron, the best class president, ever; and Sammy, the new kid—he’s a real rat. More than nine million
readers have laughed at the wacky stories of Wayside School. So what are you waiting for? Come visit Wayside School!
This chapter book in Newbery Honor–winning and bestselling author Louis Sachar’s Marvin Redpost series offers a sidesplitting
take on the differences between girls and boys! When Casey Happleton tells Marvin that if you kiss your elbow you’ll turn into a
girl, Marvin doesn’t believe it. Then Marvin kisses his elbow by accident and starts to feel very strange. He wants pigtails and
starts dotting his i’s with little hearts. Could Casey be right? Or is it all in Marvin’s head? You decide! Hilarious and relatable,
Marvin Redpost is perfect for kids who love to bond with quirky characters like George Brown, Class Clown and Junie B. Jones.
Thirteen-year-old Sunny, accompanied by a stray dog, takes advantage of a windfall to travel from her Nebraska foster home to
Enumclaw, Washington, to find the twin sister from whom she was separated at age three.
Emily Luccock is looking forward to living at Sugar Hill Hall....She remembers her aunt and uncle's grand old mansion well, with its
enormous, elegant parlor, marble fireplace, and white china cups filled with hot chocolate. But this time things are different. Her
aunt's once bright and lively home is now dead with silence. Evil lurks in every corner, and the dark, shadowed walls watch and
whisper late at night. And no one ever speaks. Everything's changed at Sugar Hill Hall, and Emily knows something awful is
happening there. What's become of Uncle Twice? Why is Aunt Twice a prisoner in her own home? Emily is desperate to uncover
the truth. Time is running out, and she must find a way to save the people and home she cares so much about.
After overcoming a number of obstacles, especially in the subject of geography, Olivia is on her way to Hollywood to appear on
Jeopardy! and, she hopes, to reunite with her father who left the family two years ago.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NEWBERY MEDAL WINNER • NATIONAL BOOK AWARD WINNER Dig deep in this
award-winning, modern classic that will remind readers that adventure is right around the corner--or just under your feet! Stanley
Yelnats is under a curse. A curse that began with his no-good-dirty-rotten-pig-stealing-great-great-grandfather and has since
followed generations of Yelnatses. Now Stanley has been unjustly sent to a boys’ detention center, Camp Green Lake, where the
boys build character by spending all day, every day digging holes exactly five feet wide and five feet deep. There is no lake at
Camp Green Lake. But there are an awful lot of holes. It doesn’t take long for Stanley to realize there’s more than character
improvement going on at Camp Green Lake. The boys are digging holes because the warden is looking for something. But what
could be buried under a dried-up lake? Stanley tries to dig up the truth in this inventive and darkly humorous tale of crime and
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punishment—and redemption. "A smart jigsaw puzzle of a novel." —New York Times *Includes a double bonus: an excerpt from
Small Steps, the follow-up to Holes, as well as an excerpt from the New York Times bestseller Fuzzy Mud.
Peg Kehret was stricken with polio when she was twelve years old. At first paralyzed and terrified, she fought her way to recovery,
aided by doctors and therapists, a loving family, supportive roommates fighting their own battles with the disease, and plenty of grit
and luck. With the humor and suspense that are her trademarks, acclaimed author Peg Kehret vividly recreates the true story of
her year of heartbreak and triumph.
Small StepsA&C Black
Eager to keep the existence of her new club a secret, Laura asks each member to tell her something embarrassing about
themselves, a tactic that could backfire. Reissue.
'Watch closely,' said Mrs Jewls. 'You can learn much faster using a computer instead of paper and pencil.' Then she pushed the
computer out of the window. The children all watched it fall thirty floors. 'See?' said Mrs Jewls. 'That's gravity . . .' That's the way
things happen at Wayside School. There are twenty-nine kids in Mrs Jewls' class and this book is about all of them: there is Todd,
who is in trouble every day, until he gets a magic dog; Paul, whose life is saved by Leslie's pigtails; Ron, who dares to try the
cafeteria's mushroom surprise; and all the others who help turn a day at Wayside School into one madcap adventure after another.
Theodosia Throckmorton has her hands full at the Museum of Legends and Antiquities in London. Her father may be head curator,
but it is Theo—and only Theo—who is able to see all the black magic and ancient curses that still cling to the artifacts in the
museum. Sneaking behind her father’s back, Theo uses old, nearly forgotten Egyptian magic to remove the curses and protect
her father and the rest of the museum employees from the ancient, sinister forces that lurk in the museum’s dark hallways.
All the kids from Wayside School had to spend 243 days in horrible schools while Wayside was closed to get rid of the infestation
of cows! Now the kids are back and the fun begins again on every floor. Miss Mush has prepared a special lunch of baked liver in
purple sauce and it is pet day on the 30th floor. There are dogs and cats and frogs and skunks and an orange named Fido,
causing a terrible commotion. But the biggest surprise of all is that Mrs Jewls is expecting a baby and a substitute teacher is
coming, and everyone knows what that means . . . Wayside School is going to get a little stranger.
Imagine your misfortune if, like Stanley Yelnats, you found yourself the victim of a miscarriage of justice and interned in Camp
Green Lake Correctional Institute. How would you survive? Thoughtfully Louis Sachar has leant his knowledge and expertise to
the subject and created this wonderful, quirky, and utterly essential guide to toughing it out in the Texan desert. Spiced with lots of
information about the characters in HOLES, as well as lots of do's and don'ts for survival, this is an essential book for all those
hundreds of thousands of HOLES' fans.
Marvin proves his bravery to himself and his friends and family after tackling the terrifyingly steep Suicide Hill on his bike.
Red-haired Marvin is convinced that the reason he looks different from the rest of his family is that he is really the lost prince of Shampoon.
This chapter book in Newbery Honor–winning and bestselling author Louis Sachar’s Marvin Redpost series offers a sidesplitting take on
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being the new kid at school. When Marvin and Stuart sleep over at Nick Tuffle’s house for Nick’s birthday, they set up sleeping bags in the
back yard. Stuart and Nick go right to sleep, but Marvin tosses and turns. Then he hears a noise and something glowing zooms over his
head. Is it really a flying birthday cake? Or could it be something even more bizarre? The next day, a very strange new kid shows up at
school…. Hilarious and relatable, Marvin Redpost is perfect for kids who love to bond with quirky characters like Junie B. Jones and George
Brown, Class Clown.
The beloved bestseller from Newbery Medalist and National Book Award winner Louis Sachar (Holes), with a brand-new cover! “Give me a
dollar or I’ll spit on you.” That’s Bradley Chalkers for you. He’s the oldest kid in the fifth grade. He tells enormous lies. He picks fights with
girls, and the teachers say he has serious behavior problems. No one likes him—except Carla, the new school counselor. She thinks Bradley
is sensitive and generous, and she even enjoys his far-fetched stories. Carla knows that Bradley could change, if only he weren’t afraid to
try. But when you feel like the most hated kid in the whole school, believing in yourself can be the hardest thing in the world. . . .
Hiding is Roo Fanshaw's special skill. Living in a frighteningly unstable family, she often needs to disappear at a moment's notice. When her
parents are murdered, it's her special hiding place under the trailer that saves her life. As it turns out, Roo, much to her surprise, has a
wealthy if eccentric uncle, who has agreed to take her into his home on Cough Rock Island. Once a tuberculosis sanitarium for children of the
rich, the strange house is teeming with ghost stories and secrets. Roo doesn't believe in ghosts or fairy stories, but what are those eerie
noises she keeps hearing? And who is that strange wild boy who lives on the river? People are lying to her, and Roo becomes determined to
find the truth. Despite the best efforts of her uncle's assistants, Roo discovers the house's hidden room--a garden with a tragic secret. This
tale full of unusual characters and mysterious secrets is a story that only Ellen Potter could write. The Humming Room was inspired by The
Secret Garden, a classic that Ellen Potter has reread every year of her adult life. See how these two works complement each other with this
special e-book bonus – the entire text of Frances Hodgson Burnett's original novel. Just keep reading.
'Why did the guy eat two dead skunks for breakfast?' 'Because dead ones squeal when you stick the fork in.' Gary W. Boone knows he was
born to be a stand-up comedian. It is the rest of the kids in the class who think he is a fool. Then the Floyd Hicks Junior High School Talent
Show is announced, and he starts practising his routine non-stop to get it just right. Gary's sure that this will be his big break - he'll make
everyone laugh and will win the $100 prize money. But when an outrageous surprise threatens to turn his debut into a disaster, it looks as if
the biggest joke of all may be on Gary himself.
To evade their mother's abusive boyfriend, brothers Jake, thirteen, and Taylor, eleven, venture from the suburbs of Pittsburgh toward the
wilds of Wyoming in search of the father they have not seen in four years, using their wilderness skills to survive against both natural and
human dangers. Includes wilderness tips.
From the author of the acclaimed bestseller Holes, winner of the Newbery Award and the National Book Award, comes a New York Times
bestselling adventure about the impact we have—both good and bad—on the world we live in. Be careful. Your next step may be your last. Fifth
grader Tamaya Dhilwaddi and seventh grader Marshall Walsh have been walking to and from Woodridge Academy together since
elementary school. But their routine is disrupted when bully Chad Hilligas challenges Marshall to a fight. To avoid the conflict, Marshall takes
a shortcut home through the off-limits woods. Tamaya, unaware of the reason for the detour, reluctantly follows. They soon get lost. And then
they find trouble. Bigger trouble than anyone could ever have imagined. In the days and weeks that follow, the authorities and the U.S.
Senate become involved, and what they uncover might affect the future of the world. "Sachar blends elements of mystery, suspense, and
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school-day life into a taut environmental cautionary tale."--Publishers Weekly
This guide covers every aspect of prostate cancer, from potential causes including diet to tests for diagnosis, curative treatment, and
innovative means of controlling advanced stages of cancer.
Armpit and X-Ray are living in Austin, Texas. It is three years since they left the confines of Camp Green Lake Detention Centre and Armpit is
taking small steps to turn his life around. He is working for a landscape gardener because he is good at digging holes, he is going to school
and he is enjoying his first proper romance, but is he going to be able to stay out of trouble when there is so much building up against him? In
this exciting novel, Armpit is joined by many vibrant new characters, and is learning what it takes to stay on course, and that doing the right
thing is never the wrong choice.
From the bestselling author of The Book of Awesome, You Are Awesome, and the award-winning, multimillion-hit blog 1000 Awesome Things
comes even more of the little things that make us smile every day! Neil Pasricha is back with a collection of hundreds more awesome things
from the website, as well as never-before-seen extraordinary moments that deserve celebration: • Letting go of the gas pump perfectly so
you end on a round number • When a baby falls asleep on you • When your pet notices you’re in a bad mood and comes to see you •
Pulling a weed and getting all the roots with it • When your windshield wipers match the beat of the song you’re listening to • When the
hiccups stop • The smooth feeling on your teeth when you get your braces off • Driving from a rough road onto a smooth one • When the
person you’re meeting is even later than you are • That guy who helps you parallel park There’s even space for you to write your very own
Awesome Things in the back. Because couldn’t we all use (even more) awesome?
Angeline could read before she was old enough to turn the pages of a book, and she mastered the piano without a single lesson. But being
so clever doesn't make life easy for Angeline. This charming book is a quirky celebration of fathers, teachers, being yourself and finding
happiness in unexpected places.
This sensitive portrayal tells the real-life stories of six courageous children and their families who live and work on the streets in Zimbabwe,
Mozambique and Guatemala. These resourceful, resilient and optimistic children and families talk about their pasts, their present lives and
their hopes for the future. With color photographs by the author, and illustrations, these poignant stories come from the author of the groundbreaking Refugee Diary series. Books for Keeps review of Street Children - 5 stars - "These stories of the lives of six street children and two
families ... are often heart-breakingly sad... But what shines through is the resilience and courage these young people show however difficult
their circumstances." Praise for the Refugee Diaries: "Truly remarkable" - Scholastic, Best Books "...simply told and beautifully illustrated.... it
will act as a springboard and provide stimulus for discussion on the plight of refugees throughout the world." - School Librarian USBBY
Outstanding International Books Scholastic Best Books of the Year Scholastic Best Books of the Year
Three years after being released from Camp Green Lake, Armpit is trying hard to keep his life on track, but when his old pal X-Ray shows up
with a tempting plan to make some easy money scalping concert tickets, Armpit reluctantly goes along. Reprint.
For fans of Karen McManus' One of Us is Lying and films like I Know What You Did Last Summer, comes a gripping thriller about murder,
mystery, and deception. Blackmail lures Ava to the abandoned amusement park on Portgrave Pier. She is one of ten teenagers, all with
secrets they intend to protect whatever the cost. When fog and magic swallow the pier, the group find themselves cut off from the real world.
As the teenagers turn on each other, Ava will have to face up to the secret that brought her to the pier and decide how far she's willing to go
to survive. The teenagers have only their secrets to protect and each other to betray. Perfect for: 13-18 year-old mystery fans Fans of Karen
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McManus and Stephen King
The classic novel from Newbery Medalist and National Book Award winner Louis Sachar (Holes), with a brand-new cover! David is only trying
to be cool when he helps some of the popular kids steal Old Lady Bayfield’s cane. But when the plan backfires, he’s the one the “old witch”
curses. Now David can’t seem to do anything right. The cool kids taunt him and his only friends are freaks. He even walks into Spanish class
with his fly unzipped! And when he finally gets up the nerve to ask out a cute girl, his pants fall down in midsentence. Is it the Bayfield curse
at work? Or is David simply turning into a total loser?
Josie Wyatt knows what it means to be different. Her family's small farmhouse seems to shrink each time another mansion grows up behind
it. She lives with her career-obsessed mom and opinionated Gran, but has never known her father. Then there's her cerebral palsy: even if
Josie wants to forget that she was born with a disability, her mom can't seem to let it go. Yet when a strange new boy-Jordan-moves into one
of the houses nearby, he seems oblivious to all the things that make Josie different. Before long, Josie finds herself reaching out for
something she's never really known: a friend... and possibly more. Interlinked free verse poems tell the beautiful, heartfelt story of a girl, a
family farm reduced to a garden, and a year of unforgettable growth. About the Author TRACIE VAUGHN ZIMMER's first teaching
assignment was special education. She taught high school students with autism and middle school children with developmental and learning
disabilities. She holds a master's degree in reading education and is the author of a book of poetry, Sketches from a Spy Tree (Clarion). She
loves living in Waxhaw, North Carolina, with her family but will always consider Ohio her home. www.tracievaughnzimmer.com Reviews «
"Josie's strength shines as she handles sadness and loss as well as recovery and progress. Readers living with a disability or trying to
understand others seem like the target audience, but Josie's voice has a universal appeal," -Kirkus Reviews, starred review "Written in verse,
this quick-reading, appealing story will capture readers' hearts with its winsome heroine and affecting situations." -Booklist "Garden imagery
wends its way through this eloquent free verse novel. ...Zimmer infuses Josie's story with distinctive auxiliary characters." -Horn Book "An
easy-reading drama that may particularly entice reluctant readers." -The Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books "Readers of all levels will
enjoy spending tim
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